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Student anxiety: 
final product over iterative process



How can the structured use 
of multimodal tools like 

help to reduce the affective filter 
and improve critical reading, writing, 

and thinking skills? 



Framework of Rigorous Play

Value of the ‘pedagogy of abundance’ (Weller 2011) 
and the importance of self-regulated learning:
- goal-directed / independent access
- a willingness to access, explore & contribute
- metacognitive iteration

A cumulative, recursive, and interlocking framework 
(Matsuda 2010) that honors World Englishes while 
teaching the strategies of discourse negotiation and 
the principle of 'rigorous play'. 



Creative Clutter: 
juxtaposition is 
opportunity

Centrality: work at 
different stages in 

one studio space



Adding to the toolbox

Not reinventing the wheel

Instructors: Useful, free tools that 
efficiently complement existing techniques

Students: Interactive engagement inside the classroom

Students: Continuous learning outside the classroom



Peer-Teacher 
Response

Research & 
Collaboration Presentation

Mind Mapping

Tools overview



Google Docs
Drafting

Digital Studio 
Space

Analytical
Forums



Tumblr: simple interface, 
potentially rich space for ideation,  

 semi-public writing & thinking



bDrive: student-led, analytical 
Forums discussions between 
classes, on campus platform



Google Docs: peer and instructor 
feedback, with metacognitive loop



Multimodal hub: ideation & 
completed projects



Multimodal hub: ideation & 
completed projects



Annotation and early analysis 



Guided brainstorming 



Iterative drafts



Fieldwork & interviews



Guided self-assessment



Sample student writing blogs

R1A Accelerated Reading & Composition  

- Jazmin: http://jazmini-houdini.tumblr.com

- Tyler: http://tylerr1a.tumblr.com

- Mher: http://gooobears.tumblr.com

- Yanni: http://kenyan520.tumblr.com 

- Vivian: http://vi2an321w.tumblr.com/

- Cameron: http://bearmagic.tumblr.com/

- Elisa: http://starstuckwitch.tumblr.com/

- China: http://writingandmagic.tumblr.com 

- Alejandro: http://mr-e-magic.tumblr.com 

R4B Reading, Composition, & Research

- Spenser: http://satlas.tumblr.com/

- Yanna: http://explorationsintotheunknown.tumblr.com/

- Natalie: http://nattzhang.tumblr.com/
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Initial findings with Tumblr

- When focused on semi-public nature of final drafts, 

students keep rhetorical audience in mind

- The affective filter gradually lowers for learners 

suffering from anxiety over the creation of ‘perfect’ 

work

- Students often do more writing and more work, as 

they seek out additional evidence (images, video, 

audio, links, cited passages to quote)

- Quality of the brainstorming / drafting posts: generally 

rough syntax & grammar but more freely engaged



Student findings

- “Posting my writing and ideas onto the Tumblr blog was very useful 

and different. It allowed me to save my work in one area, but also to 

express my ideas in a different way. It removed the anxieties of 

writing.”

- “I used tumblr as much as I could to post ideas, thoughts and it 

helped keep everything organized with easy access.”

- “Really helpful… much easier to follow the coursework simply due 

to the informality.”

- “I recommend students take advantage of the multimodal writing 

blog created at the beginning of the semester, and post all their work 

online, as it illustrates one’s progress through the entire course.”

- “The blog was an organizational and creative space instead of just a 

place to turn in assignments.”



The magic of an iterative structure



Teaching Resources

- UCB College Writing Resources: http://writing.berkeley.

edu/resources 

- Encouraging Student Writing: comprehensive, downloadable guide 

with practical strategies for instructors teaching writing, plus 

printable tip sheets for student writers. http://teaching-dev.ets.

berkeley.edu/sites/teaching.berkeley.edu/files/encouraging_0.pdf 

- Berkeley Writing R&C Colloquium Series: monthly brownbags on 

teaching hosted by College Writing, open to all. http://writing.

berkeley.edu/resource/rc-colloquium-series 

- Multilingual Consultants: http://writing.berkeley.

edu/resource/consultant-rc-instructors 

- Ohio State Digital Media & Composition Institute [DMAC] with links 

to useful apps, publications on digital tools & writing, teaching 

resources, web design. http://www.dmacinstitute.com/resources/ 
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Q/A:
- Digital tools and effective writing
- Teaching R1A, 1B, R&C at Cal
- Pedagogy & forging a community
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